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Abstract—This paper presents a novel patchwork-based embed-
ding and decoding scheme for digital audio watermarking. At the
embedding stage, an audio segment is divided into two subseg-
ments and the discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients of the
subsegments are computed. The DCT coefficients related to a spec-
ified frequency region are then partitioned into a number of frame
pairs. The DCT frame pairs suitable for watermark embedding are
chosen by a selection criterion and watermarks are embedded into
the selected DCT frame pairs by modifying their coefficients, con-
trolled by a secret key. The modifications are conducted in such a
way that the selection criterion used at the embedding stage can
be applied at the decoding stage to identify the watermarked DCT
frame pairs. At the decoding stage, the secret key is utilized to ex-
tract watermarks from the watermarked DCT frame pairs. Com-
pared with existing patchwork watermarking methods, the pro-
posed scheme does not require information of which frame pairs
of the watermarked audio signal enclose watermarks and is more
robust to conventional attacks.

Index Terms—Audio watermarking, discrete cosine transform
(DCT), generalized Gaussian distribution, patchwork.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the advances of multimedia and Internet technolo-
gies, digital data can be easily reproduced, manipulated

and distributed without any quality degradation. This has
resulted in strong demand for preventing illegal use of copy-
righted data. Digital watermarking is an important technique
for copyright protection and integrity authentication in an open
network environment [1]–[3]. Technically speaking, digital
watermarking aims to hide watermark data (such as publisher’s
name, signature, logo, ID number, etc.) into the actual media
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object without affecting its normal usage. When necessary,
the owners can extract the watermark data to declare their
copyright [4]–[6]. Based on the application areas, digital water-
marking is usually categorized into audio watermarking, image
watermarking and video watermarking [4], [5], [7]–[9]. This
paper limits its attention to audio watermarking. Since an audio
signal is one-dimensional and the human auditory perception
is more sensitive than other sensory perceptions such as vision
[5], [6], [10], it is more difficult to hide additional information
into an audio signal than into other multimedia data, without
lowering the quality of the media object.

An effective and practical audio watermarking scheme should
exhibit three important characteristics: imperceptibility, robust-
ness and security. Imperceptibility denotes that the embedded
watermark data should be almost inaudible. Robustness refers
to the ability of recovering the watermark data from the water-
marked signal in the absence and presence of attacks. The re-
quirements on imperceptibility and robustness are contradictory
but must be satisfied. Security means that a secret key should
be used in the watermarking scheme such that an unauthorized
person cannot extract the watermarks without knowing the se-
cret key. Apart from these attributes, low computational com-
plexity and adjustability of the watermarking scheme are addi-
tional advantages. An efficient watermarking scheme is partic-
ularly important for time-demanding applications (e.g., deliv-
ering the audio data over the Internet), and an adjustable water-
marking scheme makes itself suitable for various applications.
Furthermore, it is desirable that the embedded watermarks can
be extracted at the decoding stage without resort to the host
audio signal [3].

In recent years, many watermarking methods have been pro-
posed for audio signals. These audio watermarking methods use
different techniques such as spread spectrum [11]–[13], echo-
hiding [5], [6], [14]–[18], support vector regression [1], [19],
[20], and patchwork [2], [3], [10], [21]. Among existing wa-
termarking methods, the patchwork-based methods show great
potential to resisting conventional attacks such as amplification,
re-quantization, re-sampling, noise addition, and lossy compres-
sion [e.g., MP3 and advanced audio coding (AAC)] attacks.
They can also achieve good imperceptibility and high level of
security.

Patchwork watermarking technique was initially developed
for images [22]. Then Arnold extended this technique to audio
signals [10], followed by a modified patchwork algorithm [2]
which was proposed by Yeo and Kim to improve watermarking
performance. The patchwork methods in [2] and [10] utilize, re-
spectively, the discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients and
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Fourier transform coefficients of a host audio segment to form
four subsets, called patches. The digital watermark “0” or “1”
is embedded into the audio segment by modifying the patches
according to certain embedding rule. The performance of the
methods in [2] and [10] relies on the assumption that the chosen
patches have the same statistical property. This assumption is
not always true in practice due to the finite length of patches. In
[3], Kalantari et al. proposed a multiplicative patchwork method
to solve this problem, where two patches are produced for each
host audio segment by using its wavelet transform coefficients.
If the two patches of an audio segment have comparable statis-
tical characteristics, the audio segment is used to embed water-
mark. Otherwise, the audio segment is excluded from inserting
watermark. In this method, a sizeable percentage of audio seg-
ments are considered to be unsuitable for watermark embed-
ding. Since watermarks are only embedded into some segments
of the host audio signal, it is important to know, at the decoding
end, which segments of the watermarked signal contain water-
marks. Without this information, considerable false watermarks
will be “extracted” from the unwatermarked audio segments.
However, [3] does not provide a way to find the watermarked
segments. It should be noted that the approach proposed to esti-
mate the indices of selected image frames in [23] cannot be di-
rectly applied nor simply modified to identify the watermarked
segments.

In this paper, we propose a patchwork-based watermarking
scheme for audio signals. In the proposed scheme, the host audio
segment is partitioned into two subsegments and then the DCT
coefficients of the subsegments are calculated. After discarding
those DCT coefficients corresponding to high frequency compo-
nents, the remaining DCT coefficients are divided into multiple
frame pairs. A criterion is used to select the DCT frame pairs that
are appropriate for embedding watermarks. Under the control of
a pseudonoise (PN) sequence, a watermark is embedded into the
selected frame pairs by altering the associated DCT coefficients.
The embedding algorithm is designed in such a way that the se-
lection criterion utilized at the embedding stage can also be em-
ployed at the decoding stage to discover the watermarked frame
pairs from the watermarked signal. After finding the frame pairs
containing watermarks, one can extract the watermarks by using
the PN sequence as a secret key. The new scheme is superior
to the existing patchwork watermarking methods as it does not
need any additional information to find the watermarked frame
pairs at the decoding end and has higher robustness against con-
ventional attacks. Its effectiveness is demonstrated by simula-
tion results.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The new
patchwork-based embedding and decoding scheme is presented
in Section II. Simulation results are provided in Section III to
illustrate the performance of the proposed scheme. Section IV
concludes the paper.

II. PROPOSED SCHEME

A. Watermark Embedding

1) Generation of DCT Frames and Fragments: Fig. 1 shows
the process of generating DCT frames and fragments. First, the
host audio signal is segmented to obtain a number of segments,

Fig. 1. Illustration of frame and fragment generation.

which are of equal length , where is an even integer. If a
host audio segment is suitable for watermark embedding, a dig-
ital watermark bit, which is either “1” or “0,” will be inserted
into the segment. Let be a host audio segment. Then we
further divide into two equal-length subsegments, called
front subsegment and rear subsegment , respec-
tively. Clearly, the length of and is . Denote
the DCTs of and by and , respec-
tively, which are defined as follows [24]:

(1)

(2)

where , and

if

if

From (1) and (2), it can be seen that the DCT coefficients
and are real-valued and have direct relationship

with the frequency components of and , respec-
tively. Since high frequency components are vulnerable to
compression attacks, we only use the DCT coefficients cor-
responding to a low to middle frequency range to
embed watermark. Thus, high-frequency components are freed
by this process from being selected as potential DCT frames
for embedding watermark. We denote the parts of and

which are related to the selected frequency range by
and , respectively. To further improve robustness,

one watermark bit can be implanted into an audio segment
multiple times, say times. For this purpose, we split
into frames of length and denote the th frame of
by , . Similarly, is also split into
frames of length and its th frame is denoted by . We
refer and as a DCT frame pair.

Security is a primary concern for any watermarking method.
To ensure that our watermarking scheme is of high level of
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security, we use a PN sequence of length to sort
the DCT coefficients in a frame into two fragments, each of
which contains DCT coefficients. Here, the -length
PN sequence is generated by randomly taking all the
integers in . For example, if , a pos-
sible could be . Denote

, and let be the starting
index of the frames and . Then the two fragments
corresponding to can be written as

(3)

(4)

and the fragments corresponding to are

(5)

(6)

2) Selection of DCT Frame Pairs: Among the frame pairs
, , , some of them may not be

suitable for watermark embedding as inserting watermarks into
these frame pairs could lower the perceptual quality of the wa-
termarked signal to an unacceptable level. In order to select
appropriate frame pairs, we define the means of the absolute-
valued fragments and frames as follows:

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

where denotes the absolute value of , stands for aver-
aging operation, and . From (3)–(10),
it is easy to see that

and (11)

for . We also define

(12)

(13)

where is a small positive constant satisfying and
.

As will be shown in the watermark embedding rule later, wa-
termarks are inserted by changing and ( ) ac-
cording to the values of and , respectively. Clearly, the
smaller the changes on and are, the better the percep-
tual quality is. This requires the condition that and are
close to , and and are close to . In other words, the
difference between and and that between and
are small. This condition can be satisfied if

and

The above two inequalities form a base for choosing frame pairs
for watermark embedding. In order to avoid embedding water-
marks into silent periods, we propose the following criterion to
select frame pairs suitable for hiding watermarks:

and (14)

where is a threshold, which can be determined empirically.
If (14) holds, a watermark will be inserted into the th frame pair

, . Otherwise, no watermark will be embedded
into this frame pair. Usually, only some frame pairs are suitable
for inserting watermark in practical applications. If none of the
frame pairs in the subsegments satisfies (14),
the corresponding host audio segment will not be used for wa-
termark embedding.

Obviously, the value of has impact on imperceptibility and
robustness. With the increase of , more frame pairs will be se-
lected for watermark embedding, which leads to higher robust-
ness. On the other hand, increasing results in that and

can differ more from and , respectively, where .
Consequently, larger modifications will be made on the DCT co-
efficients to embed the watermark bit, which reduces perceptual
quality.

3) Watermark Embedding Rule: Assume that the th frame
pair , is selected for watermark embedding. To
insert a watermark bit into , , we alter the means

of the corresponding absolute-valued fragments and

, where . Let and be the modi-

fied counterparts of and , respectively. As shown

in (7) and (8), the means of and are and

, respectively. Similarly, we denote the mean of by

and the mean of by . Let be another small
positive constant satisfying

(15)

Based on these symbols, we propose the following watermark
embedding rule.

• Embedding of watermark bit “0”:
If , then

and .
Otherwise,

and .
If , then

and .
Otherwise,

and .
• Embedding of watermark bit “1”:

If , then
and .

Otherwise,
and .

If , then
and .

Otherwise,
and .
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After obtaining , , and , the DCT coefficients in
the corresponding fragments are modified by

(16)

(17)

where , 2. From (7), (8), (16) and (17), it is obvious that

(18)

(19)

Similarly, we can insert the same watermark bit into all the
selected DCT frame pairs from the same host audio segment.
After that, the watermarked audio segment is constructed by
using inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT).

It is worthwhile to note that in the proposed embedding al-
gorithm, the positive constant is introduced to increase the
robustness against attacks, which will become clearer in the
Section II-B. However, should be kept small to ensure high
perceptual quality.

We would also like to note that the new embedding algorithm
is purposely designed to ensure that the selection criterion in
(14) can be applied in the decoding process to find the water-
marked frame pairs from the watermarked signal. This can be
explained as follows. We assume that the th frame pair ,

is selected to embed a watermark bit. It results from (14)
that and . Let , be the modified
(or watermarked) counterpart of , , and denote

(20)

(21)

Similar to (11)–(13), we define

(22)

(23)

where

and (24)

As shown in the proposed embedding rule, different equations
are used for watermark embedding, depending on the watermark
bit to be embedded. For the fragments , , two
sets of equations are used, which are 1) and

, and 2) and . In
the first scenario, it is obvious from (11) and (24) that .
Then, it follows from (12) and (22) that , i.e.,
results in . In the second scenario, it yields from (24) that

(25)

Then, from (15), (22) and (25), it follows

Hence, the embedding rule guarantees that leads to
. Similarly, for the fragments , , we can show

that , and yields . Since , ,
and and always result in and ,
then the selection criterion (14) can be employed in the decoding
process to identify the watermarked frame pairs.

B. Watermark Decoding

First, we use the segmenting procedure utilized in the embed-
ding process to partition the watermarked audio signal. Thus,
for a given segment of the watermarked audio signal, we can
obtain its DCT front and rear subsegments ,

frame pairs , and the associated fragments

, where and . Here,

the PN sequence is used as a secret key in the construction

of the fragments . Before attempting to ex-
tract a watermark bit from a frame pair, say the th frame pair,
it is essential to find whether the concerned frame pair contains
a watermark or not. To do so, we first use (18)–(21) to com-
pute , , and , where . Then, one can obtain

and from (22) and (23). As we analyzed at the end of the
previous subsection, the selection criterion (14) can be applied
at the decoding stage to identify the watermarked frame pairs.
Specifically, if

and (26)

the th frame pair contains a watermark.
Based on (26), all the frame pairs containing a watermark can
be determined. Then the embedded watermark can be extracted
using the watermark extraction approach to be presented next.
If none of the frame pairs associated with the given segment of
the watermarked audio signal satisfies (26), the concerned audio
segment does not contain a watermark and watermark extraction
will not be carried out.

Assume that the th frame pair contains a watermark. To ex-
tract the watermark bit, we define

From the above equation, it follows

(27)

where . The derivation of the above last equation results
from the fact that and . Moreover, let

(28)

where , 2. Now, we consider two cases.
1) Case 1: The Embedded Watermark is “0”: As shown in

the embedding rule, if , then ,
which yields
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TABLE I
HOST AUDIO SIGNALS USED IN SIMULATIONS

On the other hand, if , then
, which yields . Thus,

holds for this case. Similarly, it can be shown that
also holds for this case. Hence, we can

obtain from (28) that

(29)

Following the same way, one can show

(30)

2) Case 2: The Embedded Watermark is “1”: For this case,
one can verify that

(31)

(32)

Based on (29)–(32), if and , then the water-
mark bit “0” is extracted from the th frame pair. Otherwise, the
extracted watermark bit is “1.” After extracting watermark bits
from all frame pairs satisfying (26), the watermark bit embedded
in the associated audio segment is determined by majority rule.
By this way, all embedded watermarks can be extracted from
the watermarked audio signal.

From the principle of watermark extraction, it is clear that in
the absence of attacks, watermarks can be correctly extracted
under any small value of so long as . In the pres-
ence of attacks, increasing can improve robustness, at the
price of lowering perceptual quality. Furthermore, embedding
the same watermark bit multiple times in one audio segment
makes the statistical decision making more effective and pro-
vides error correcting functionality [2]. As a result, it helps to
further enhance the robustness against attacks.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, simulation examples are provided to demon-
strate the performance of the proposed scheme. In the simula-
tions, we use 50 randomly selected mono-channel audio clips
belonging to five different groups as host signals (see Table I).
All these audio clips have a duration of 10 seconds. They are
sampled at the rate of 44.1 kHz, quantized with 16 bits, and then
segmented.

1) Example 1: A practically feasible watermarking method
should be robust to conventional attacks while maintaining high
perceptual quality. The imperceptibility of the proposed water-
marking scheme depends on the watermarking parameters
and . To asses the imperceptibility of our scheme, we employ

Fig. 2. ODG versus � with � � ���� ���� ���� and ���, respectively.

the Perceptual Evaluation of Audio Quality (PEAQ) algorithm
[25], as used in [3], [26] and [27]. The PEAQ algorithm com-
pares the quality of the host (unwatermarked) signal with its wa-
termarked counterpart and returns a parameter called objective
difference grade (ODG) ranging between and 0. The percep-
tual quality improves with the increase of the ODG value.

We use the above audio clips to calculate the ODG values of
the proposed watermarking scheme under different and .
The audio clips are segmented in such a way that each segment
contains 8820 samples. Also, we choose , , and

kHz. As shown in Fig. 2, given an , the ODG value
decreases with the increase of . Similarly, for a fixed , the
ODG value also decreases with the rise of . This figure is
helpful for the selection of and . For example, the ODG
value of ensuring high imperceptibility [3], [27] can be
obtained by choosing and . In addition,
the following simulation examples will show that this set of
and are also suitable for our scheme to have high robustness
against attacks.

2) Example 2: This example evaluates the robustness of the
proposed watermarking scheme against common attacks. The
robustness is measured by bit error rate (BER), which is defined
as follows:

Number of watermarks incorrectly extracted
Number of watermarks embedded

The following common attacks are used in the evaluation of
robustness:

Closed-loop attack: The watermarks are extracted from the
watermarked signals without any attacks.
Re-quantization attack: Each sample of the watermarked
signals is re-quantized from 16 bits to 8 bits.
Noise attack: Random noise is added to the watermarked
signals, where the ratio of the watermarked signal to noise
is 20 dB.
Amplitude attack: The amplitudes of the watermarked sig-
nals are enlarged by 1.8 times.
MP3 attack: MPEG 1 Layer III compression is performed
on the watermarked signals.
AAC attack: MPEG 4 advanced audio coding based com-
pression is performed on the watermarked signals.
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TABLE II
BERS OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME AND THE METHOD IN [3], WHERE

EMBEDDING RATE IS 5 bps AND ��� � ���� FOR BOTH METHODS

Re-sampling attack: The watermarked signals are down-
sampled to 16 kHz and then up-sampled back to 44.1 kHz
(i.e., kHz kHz kHz).
High-pass filtering (HPF): High-pass filter with 100 Hz
cutoff frequency is applied to the watermarked signals.
Low-pass filtering (LPF): Low-pass filter with 8 kHz cutoff
frequency is applied to the watermarked signals.

Since the proposed embedding and decoding scheme is built
upon the patchwork concept, we compare it with the latest
patchwork method in [3]. Precisely, we compare the robustness
of both approaches under the same embedding rate of 5 bps
and the same perceptual quality with . Since
the embedding rate of the method in [3] is signal dependent,
we adjust the segment length for each audio clip such that the
average embedding rate over all audio clips is 5 bps. For the
proposed scheme, the number of samples in a segment is fixed
at 8820 for all audio clips, which results in 5 bps embedding

Fig. 3. BERs under MP3 and AAC attacks versus compression bit rate, together
with the corresponding standard deviations among the tested genres. (a) MP3
attack. (b) AAC attack.

rate. We choose as it guarantees high perceptual
quality for both approaches. Other simulation parameters for
the proposed scheme are , , ,

, , and kHz. For the method in
[3], other simulation parameters are , ,

and , which are the same as those used in
[3].

Table II shows the BERs of the new scheme and the method
in [3], under the aforementioned common attacks. Here, the bit
rate of 128 kbps is used for MP3 and AAC attacks. It can be seen
that both approaches achieves 0% bit error rate under closed-
loop attack and amplitude attack. However, our watermarking
scheme outperforms the one in [3] under all other attacks. In
particular, the proposed scheme also yields 0% bit error rate
under MP3, AAC, HPF, and LPF attacks.

3) Example 3: In the third example, we further evaluate the
robustness of our scheme and the method in [3] against MP3
and AAC attacks at different compression bit rates: 64 kbps,
96 kbps, 128 kbps, and 160 kbps. These compression bit rates
are commonly used in practical applications. Other simulation
parameters for both methods are the same as those in Example 2.
Fig. 3 shows the BERs versus compression bit rate, as well as
the corresponding standard deviations among the tested genres.
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One can see from Fig. 3 that as anticipated, BERs decrease with
the rise of the compression bit rate for both approaches. How-
ever, our scheme performs better than the other method under
both compression attacks and at different compression bit rates.
Furthermore, it is shown that there are BER deviations among
different genres for both approaches and the deviations tend to
decrease when the compression bit rate increases. However, our
method results in smaller deviations than the method in [3] does
at all considered compression bit rates.

It should be noted that the method in [3] needs explicit knowl-
edge about which segments of the watermarked audio signal
contain watermarks at the decoding end. Without this informa-
tion, watermarks cannot be correctly extracted from the wa-
termarked signal by this method. In the simulations, we as-
sume that this information is known at the decoding end for
the method in [3]. However, to our best knowledge, identifying
the watermarked segments encountered in [3] is still an open
problem. Therefore, the practical usage of this method is lim-
ited. On the contrary, our scheme does not need any information
to identify the watermarked frame pairs in the decoding process.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a robust patchwork-based water-
marking scheme for audio signals, which inserts watermarks
into audio signals by modifying their DCT coefficients. In the
proposed scheme, watermarks are only embedded into suitable
DCT frame pairs to ensure high imperceptibility. Besides, the
embedding algorithm is designed in such a way that the cri-
terion used in the embedding process to select suitable DCT
frame pairs can be applied at the decoding stage to find the wa-
termarked DCT frame pairs. Thus, unlike the latest patchwork
method in [3], our scheme does not require any additional in-
formation to discover the watermarked DCT frame pairs. Fur-
thermore, high robustness is ensured by the mechanism of the
proposed scheme together with the usage of selected frequency
region and multiple watermark embedding. The new scheme is
also secure due to the necessity of using a secret key in the
decoding process. The superior performance of our scheme is
demonstrated by simulation examples, in comparison with the
method in [3].
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